
Simple. Versatile. Secure.



1.)  10” ELO Touchscreen, for easier than ever purchasing. 
Using 32M software we think this is the easiest kiosk ever, with 
the checkout process being simply choose your products, 
pay, then collect your purchase and enjoy!  Or try our mobile 
app!

2.)  Nayax card reader, if you already use Nayax you know 
why they are our #1 choice. Plus as a Nayax user, set up of the 
Cooler Cafe is even more simple! Not a Nayax user, we 
guarantee you’ll love their simple contracts and top-notch 
security.

3.) Norm Technology Coolers: Our custom-designed coolers 
we’re developed specifically with vending operators in mind. 
Black on Black interior and exterior for a classic look, that helps 
to keep your coolers “filled” appearance in between visits. 
Norm Tech also boasts a Carel refrigeration control, and 
enhance LED lighting that is second-to-none in the industry. 

4.) 32M SmartLock: Our SmartLock was created specifically for 
our Norm Tech coolers. Check out the amazing benefits of the 
SmartLock with smartphone accessibility, temperature 
monitoring, and safety features in case of a worst-case 
scenario. 

5.) High-end Cabinetry: we create custom cabinetry options 
for you based on your specific needs. Choose your cabinetry 
colours and looks, even try mix & matching your finishes for a 
totally custom look. Your location is unique, you should have a 
custom solution tailored to you. 

6.) Custom Graphic: We believe in you promoting YOUR brand 
at your locations. But we think our Cooler Cafe’s have a great 
presence and you are welcome to use our customised 
branding as well!W
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Take a look at our favourite features: 
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3.) Black 
Interior/Exterior 

Norm Tech 
Cooler

4.) 32M 
SmartLock

1.) 10” Screen
for easy

purchases

2.) Nayax 
Credit Card 

Reader

6.) Custom Graphics

5.) High-end Cabinetry
Mix & Match patterns to 

create your own look

Cooler Café Dimensions: 1096  x 950 x 2150mm



Simple. Versatile. Secure.
Try out our mobile app for a more personal experience!


